
SUNNIE AND SHIA DIVIDE ESSAY

An ancient religious divide is helping fuel a resurgence of conflicts in the Middle East and Muslim countries. Struggles
between Sunni and Shia.

They have been prohibited from celebrating Islamic holy days inside mosques in Tehran. The first article
discussed the begging of Islamic religion that was founded by Prophet Mohammed who left a huge struggle
among his people for whom should succeed the highest position of Islam However, this exploration of the
parallelisms between the sectarian paradigm and conflict marginalises the significance of religious mediation
in peaceful resolutions Sunnis living in Iran are also feeling the effects of discrimination. Can Iraq remain
intact despite its divide? And what is its history? He was killed by a group of Egyptians, while he was at
prayer. Sunnis and Shias adopted different approaches to these issues. Sunni Muslims believe in all four
Khalifahs, but the Shia Muslims believe that Ali should have been the leader from the day the Prophet died.
Essay - The fights among Sunni and Shia or Shiite Muslims has been a historical mastery that covered by
political authorities. Before he was about to die he did not give the public the opportunity to elect the next
Khalifah, but instead nominated Umar. The paper will delve into the historical split between the Sunni and the
Shia, as well as the relationship between Saudi Arabia and Iran given the fact that Saudi Arabia is a
predominantly Sunni state while Iran is a predominantly Shia state. I am not qualified to go into the rights and
wrongs of this old conflict. For the Shias, this battle, known as the Battle of Karbala, holds enormous
historical and religious significance. Should the United States have a policy on the Sunni-Shia conflict? They
are also twice as likely to recur and twice as deadly to civilians and noncombatants, especially in the Middle
Eastern region where suicide bombings and other destructive means directed towards the general public in
order to force change quickly An important minority of the population? Evidently, this ancient divide is
contributing in one way or the other to the resurgence of conflict in Muslim countries especially in the Middle
East. He ruled from CE. The Sunnis are more numerous than the Shia and control more countries within the
Middle East. They provide a biographical sketch of the prophet, context to Quranic verses, and are used by
Muslims in the application of Islamic law to daily life. Notably, two key non-state actors participated in the
war: Iran 's government found allies in the oppressed Iraqi Kurdish ethnic group, who fought in conjunction
with Iranian offensives. Since the earliest days of Islam in the 7th century when the schism first tore the young
Muslim community apart, the two sects have been warring incessantly. Iraq's Shia-led government lost control
of many Sunni-majority cities and towns after U. Different opinions on this answer have caused an enormous
dilemma between Muslims. There are sectarian identities which diversify each group and say who belongs to
what sect , for example the believing of attending a mosque or madarasa. Most Shia Muslims are ready to give
up their life in fighting for what they think is right. When people think of conflicts, the primary reaction is
negative. The main Muslim group is the Sunni Muslims. This existing problem began because of political and
theological divergence, but with the help of outside forces such as Britain, Russia, and North America, it
developed into a more complex crisis. The conflict was a conventional war fought by two different states: the
Islamic Republic of Iran and the Iraqi Republic. Modern Examples Iraq is the first modern example of how the
Sunni Shia conflict has been brought to the surface and enflamed due to politics. Are Alawis Shia? However,
that control has not always been peaceful and can lead to people seeking change through any means available.
The training, supplying and support of the ISF so they can handle the threats of the future. How are they
different now? Are there conflicts in the region where sectarianism does NOT play a significant role?


